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The choice of spatial scales and spatial smoothness priors for
various spatial patterns
Abstract
Given the drawbacks for using geo-political areas in mapping outcomes unrelated to geo-
politics, a compromise is to aggregate and analyse data at the grid level. This has the
advantage of allowing spatial smoothing and modelling at a biologically or physically relevant
scale. This article addresses two consequent issues: the choice of the spatial smoothness prior
and the scale of the grid. Firstly, we describe several spatial smoothness priors applicable for
grid data and discuss the contexts in which these priors can be employed based on different
aims. Two such aims are considered, i.e., to identify regions with clustering and to model
spatial dependence in the data. Secondly, the choice of the grid size is shown to depend
largely on the spatial patterns. We present a guide on the selection of spatial scales and
smoothness priors for various point patterns based on the two aims for spatial smoothing.
Keywords: Data aggregation, Moran’s I statistics, spatial clustering, spatial scales, spatial
smoothing
1. Introduction
Spatial data are prevalent in various disciplines including epidemiology (Diggle, 1990;
Benesˇ et al., 2005; Goovaerts, 2009a,b), geology (Baddeley et al., 2010), ecology (Wolpert
and Ickstadt, 1998; Best et al., 2000; Diggle et al., 2007), weather phenomenon (van Lieshout
and Stein, 2012; Elsner et al., 2013), and transportation planning (Ickstadt et al., 1998;
Ickstadt and Wolpert, 1999). A detailed description of the various types of spatial data can
be found in Banerjee et al. (2004). Here we are interested in spatial point patterns which
are realizations of a spatial point process; see Møller and Waagepetersen (2004) and Møller
and Waagepetersen (2007) for theory and review of spatial point processes.
Point pattern data have become increasingly common in many fields of application due
to recent advances in geographical information systems (GIS) and global positioning systems
which enable accurate geocoding of locations of data collected. Methods for analysing spatial
point patterns can be found in Diggle (2003) and Illian et al. (2008). In practice, care must be
taken to ensure computationally tractable methods are available when dealing with complex
and high-dimensional point patterns that contain many points and marks (marked point
pattern). As a result, to reduce the computational burden, point patterns can be aggregated
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to regular lattices. Regular lattice data may also be collected directly with the aid of GIS
and related software, in the form of pixel or raster data (Chang, 2010).
Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to spatial analysis of regular lattice
data in the context of epidemiology. Presuming the availability of point pattern disease
data with continuous coordinate information, to obtain regular lattice data, a discretization
strategy is to overlay the study region with a discrete grid and to assign occurrences to the
grid cells. This results in regularly-shaped regions (grid cells). Despite being less common
than modelling at the geo-political scales, grid level modelling approaches have increased
rapidly in recent years (Biggeri et al., 2006; Kleinschmidt et al., 2007; Vanhatalo and Vehtari,
2007; Hossain and Lawson, 2009). Modelling disease data at the grid level is a desirable
approach as it is geographically more relevant than using geo-political area data and yet
protects patient confidentiality. It is feasible to construct generalized linear models and
approximate the covariance structure by a Markov random field which eases computation;
see, for instance, Baddeley et al. (2010) or Li et al. (2012). Grid level modelling avoids the
need to deal with the problem of changing geo-political boundaries over time and has the
flexibility to manipulate the data aggregation to a practically, biologically, geographically
or computationally sensible scale. The comparison of three types of commonly encountered
disease data are provided in Appendix A for further details, if required. As discussed, the
advantages of using disease data aggregated to grid cells often outweigh its drawbacks.
In the context of disease mapping, spatial smoothing may facilitate more stable disease
rates by incorporating information from neighbouring areas and more robust risk estimates
for each area may be obtained. Disease data arising from both geo-political areas and
regular grid cells typically exhibit spatial correlation due to the presence of spatial structure
in the unknown risk factors. While it is of interest to study the relationship between the
response and predictors, ignoring the spatial correlation among neighbouring regions may
lead to unstable estimates of underlying risk of disease and false conclusion of covariate
effects (Fahrmeir and Kneib, 2011). In contrast, accounting for spatial dependence results
in improved model inference, prediction and estimation (Haran, 2011). Spatial smoothing
also reduces the effect of the arbitrary geographical boundaries.
Given the importance for epidemiologists to take into account the spatial correlation in
a disease dataset using spatial smoothing techniques, this article aims to describe several
spatial smoothness priors and discuss the contexts in which these priors can be employed
based on the aims for spatial smoothing outlined in Section 2. In order to capture the
spatial variation of a disease, one of these priors is imposed on the spatial component in a
Bayesian hierarchical model. These priors are capable of modelling the spatial dependence in
the data using different mechanisms and understanding how they differ may help in making
the right choice for spatial smoothing. In this article, three Bayesian spatial smoothness
priors for the spatially structured effect are considered. They are all suitable for modelling
the spatial dependence of regular lattice data, and one of the priors can also be applied
to irregular lattice data. These three priors are chosen due to their popularity in spatial
modelling and their fast, straightforward implementation using the integrated nested Laplace
approximation (Rue et al., 2009). The implementation of these priors on regular grid cells
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is described in Kang et al. (2013b).
One of the main challenges of modelling disease data at the grid level is to specify an
appropriate grid size. The choice of grid size depends largely on the spatial patterns as it is
known that spatial data exhibit different spatial structures at different scales of aggregation
(Illian et al., 2012a; Kang et al., 2013b). In light of this, the secondary aim of the article is
to provide some recommendations on the choice of spatial scale for various point patterns
based on the two aims for spatial smoothing.
The following discussion is not limited to epidemiological data but is applicable to spatial
data arising from various areas of research. The article is organized as follows. Two common
aims of spatial smoothing are outlined in Section 2. Several canonical examples are presented
in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe three spatial smoothness priors and summarize
their practicability in various contexts. Section 5 discusses the choice of spatial scale and
illustrates the changes in spatial behaviour at various spatial scales using tests of spatial
autocorrelation. A case study is used to demonstrate the selection of an optimum spatial
scale based on model predictive performance in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides some
guidance on the selection of spatial scales and spatial smoothness priors for two different
aims of analysis. Relevant mathematical equations and technical details are appended.
2. Aims of spatial smoothing
Spatial smoothing involves estimating an effect of interest at a location, using the effect
values at nearby locations (Wang, 2006). In the epidemiological context, we assume that
areas in the same neighbourhood are likely to share similar environmental exposures and
thus similar disease rates are expected. This results in the reduction of spatial variability
which is particularly important for small-area estimation problem, especially in areas with
small populations which have very small counts of disease. For instance, an unusually high
rate may be caused by only one occurrence of disease in a small region due to the small
population size. Considering the notion of neighbourhood where regions with a common
boundary are treated as neighbours, spatial smoothing approaches based on Markov random
fields are widely employed in disease mapping (Paciorek, 2013).
Consider the following aims for spatial smoothing,
(a) To identify regions with unusually high risks or clustering (Goovaerts, 2009b; Haran,
2011).
This is important for the study of possible socio-economic factors. Moreover, the
identification of clusters of high-risk areas is vital for the appropriate remedial action
to be taken by public health authorities, for example, allocating resources to areas of
greatest need.
(b) To model spatial dependence in the data in order to adjust for an unknown spatially
varying mean (Richardson et al., 2004; Haran, 2011) or to estimate the surface of re-
gression effect (Fahrmeir and Kneib, 2011).
The spatial surface provides information on unmeasured risk factors. Borrowing infor-
mation from neighbouring areas leads to improved and more stable risk estimates for
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each area. This is particularly important for health policy makers to better understand
the unobserved geographical variation of disease risk.
3. Canonical examples
We present four canonical examples of spatial point patterns in this article to complement
the following sections: inhomogeneous point patterns, patterns with local repulsion, patterns
with local clustering, and patterns with local clustering in the presence of larger-scale in-
homogeneity (Illian et al., 2012a). We note that these point patterns are not restricted
to the epidemiological context, but are also commonly seen in disciplines such as forestry,
geography, biology, and ecology (Baddeley et al., 2000; Hahn et al., 2003; Smith, 2004). In-
homogeneous point patterns are point patterns with non-homogeneous intensity. Examples
of inhomogeneous point patterns include the number of trees per unit area in a forest (Hahn
et al., 2003), the cell size in plant and animal tissue (Hahn et al., 2003), and the position of
plants induced by the spatial variation in soil fertility (Baddeley et al., 2000). An example of
patterns with local repulsion is the locations of plant species having incompatible root sys-
tems but requiring similar soil conditions (Smith, 2004). The species tend to grow together
but compete for light and nutrients. Spatial clustering in point patterns may occur due to
the interaction of points and is common in geographical epidemiology. Examples include
clusters of disease incidence caused by environmental contamination such as nuclear instal-
lations (Gatrell et al., 1996) or workplace exposure, and communicable diseases (Sartorius
et al., 2013) that spread from one person to another including colds, flu, whooping cough,
chlamydia, tuberculosis and human immunodeficiency virus. The size and distribution of
the clusters may depend on population size and contagion of the disease. Table 1 describes
the four canonical examples of spatial point patterns presented in this article.
Table 1: Description of the four canonical examples
Dataset Description Examples
X1 Point patterns with non-homogeneous
intensity
Number of trees per unit area in a
forest, cell size in plant and animal
tissue, positions of plants
X2 Point patterns with local repulsion Locations of plant species requiring
similar soil conditions but competing
for light and nutrients
X3 Point patterns with large and
homogeneously distributed clusters
Locations of disease incidences caused
by environmental contamination or
communicable diseases
X4 Point patterns with small and
inhomogeneously distributed clusters
Locations of disease incidences induced
by population inhomogeneity
The inhomogeneous point patterns (dataset X1) were generated from an inhomoge-
neous Poisson process (Møller and Waagepetersen, 2004, Chapter 3.1) with trend function
λ = 1000 exp(−2x) on the unit square. For the patterns with local repulsion (datasetX2), we
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generated point-based data from a homogeneous Strauss process (Møller and Waagepetersen,
2004, Chapter 6.1), with medium repulsion β = 700 (intensity parameter), interaction pa-
rameter γ = 0.8 and interaction radius r = 0.05, on the unit square. To generate the
clustered patterns (dataset X3), we simulated a homogeneous Thomas process (Møller and
Waagepetersen, 2004, Chapter 5.3) with parameters κ = 10 (the intensity of the Poisson pro-
cess of cluster centres), σ = 0.05 (the standard deviation of the distance of a point from the
cluster centre) and µ = 50 (the expected number of points per cluster), on the unit square.
For the last spatial pattern (dataset X4), we generated the data from an inhomogeneous
Thomas process with parameters σ = 0.01 and µ = 5 and a simple trend function for the
intensity of parent points given by κ(x1, x2) = 100x1, on the unit square, which was then
superimposed with a pattern generated from an inhomogeneous Poisson process with trend
function λ = 500 exp(−2x). See Figure 1 for illustrations of the simulated point patterns and
AppendixB for descriptions of the point processes. Here we refer to the clustering in dataset
X3 as “large” as the clusters are clearly visible when plotted. In contrast, the clustering in
dataset X4 is labelled “small” as the data appear in small groups when plotted. We shall see
that using Moran’s I statistics, that dataset X3 does exhibit clustering at nearly all spatial
scales while dataset X4 does not; see Table 2, to follow.
Dataset X1 Dataset X2 Dataset X3 Dataset X4
Figure 1: Four simulated spatial point patterns
4. Spatial smoothness priors
This section addresses the first aim of this article, which is to outline and discuss the con-
texts in which the spatial smoothness priors can be employed based on the aims for spatial
smoothing listed in Section 2. Three Bayesian spatial smoothness priors are described and
their practicalities in different contexts are discussed. In a Bayesian spatial model, let vi de-
notes a spatially structured term that describes the effect of the i-th region by assuming that
geographically close areas are more similar than distant areas. The spatial smoothness priors
considered are a first-order intrinsic Gaussian Markov random field (IGMRF) (Rue and Held,
2005), a second-order IGMRF on a lattice (Rue and Held, 2005), and a Gaussian field with
Mate´rn correlation function (Stein, 1999) which includes a range parameter. The first-order
IGMRF prior considers first-order neighbours while the second-order IGMRF on a lattice
prior accounts for both first-order and second-order neighbours for spatial smoothing. The
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Mate´rn model uses GMRFs with a local neighbourhood to approximate isotropic Gaussian
fields on regular lattices. These priors can be readily implemented using integrated nested
Laplace approximation (INLA) computation. The formulations of the priors are detailed in
AppendixC.
The INLA package performs approximate Bayesian inference for latent Gaussian models
and is able to return approximate posterior marginal distributions in short computational
time. The posterior marginals can be used to compute summary statistics of interest, such
as posterior means, variances or quantiles. In addition, a model choice criterion termed
the deviance information criterion, and predictive measures including logarithmic score and
probability integral transform are provided. We refer the reader to Rue et al. (2009) and
Blangiardo et al. (2013) for more details on INLA computation and applications.
The priors are based on the GMRF and lead to sparse covariance matrices which make the
computation tractable and efficient. The GMRF models and Gaussian processes are quite
flexible and have applications in a wide range of disciplines. Modelling spatial dependence
using the GMRF-based priors helps to absorb spatial variation and produce improved esti-
mates for each region by borrowing strength from neighbouring regions. The GMRF-based
priors are prevalent in small-area estimation problems (Ghosh and Rao, 1994) and disease
mapping (Paciorek, 2013), where estimation of disease rates is based on sparsely populated
regions. Incorporating information from regions with larger populations can reduce the vari-
ability of estimates. The intuitive conditional structure of the GMRF-based priors produces
an estimate based on neighbouring values and thus works particularly well to smooth out
variability not relevant to the underlying risk (Assunc¸a˜o and Krainski, 2009). The simple
and sparse precision matrix of the GMRF models is another desirable property; see Paciorek
(2013) for the use of MRFs on a fine grid.
4.1. First-order intrinsic Gaussian Markov random field
The first-order IGMRF on irregular lattices has been widely employed in disease mapping
to study the spatial variation of disease risk (Clayton and Bernardinelli, 1992; Mollie´, 1996;
Wakefield et al., 2000). The neighbourhood structure in these papers was defined in terms of
administrative districts which are irregular lattices. Here, we consider a finer neighbourhood
structure in terms of grid cells which are regular lattices. On a grid, the four nearest grid
cells are considered as neighbours. This is known as Rook neighbourhood where two grid
cells are termed neighbours if they share a common boundary.
A first-order IGMRF prior is also known as an intrinsic conditional autoregressive (ICAR)
prior. The spatial component v is specified such that spatial structure is induced, via
conditional autoregression (Besag and Kooperberg, 1995), whereby the conditional of vi,
i = 1, . . . , I depends solely on the random effects v−i,i∼k of the k neighbouring areas. Let
Wij be an indicator function which takes on the value one if grid cells i and j are neighbours
that share a common boundary, and zero otherwise; Wii is set equal to zero. We note that
other specifications for W are also possible, for example W could be a function of distance
to the centroid of the area, of the size of the area, or the length of common boundary. See
AppendixC.1 for the specification of the first-order IGMRF or ICAR.
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This prior can be conveniently implemented in INLA using the latent model besag.
Using the INLA computation, Illian et al. (2012b) model the small-scale spatial interaction
(attraction or repulsion) using the first-order IGMRF prior. At a low degree of smoothing,
the spatial effect can reflect very local behaviour, whereas a high degree of smoothing leads
to a very smooth spatial surface.
4.2. Second-order intrinsic Gaussian Markov random field on a lattice
It is possible to extend the first-order IGMRF to higher orders. Here we consider a
second-order IGMRF on a two-dimensional regular lattice ((Rue and Held, 2005, chapter
3.4.2), (Fahrmeir and Kneib, 2011, chapter 5.3.1)), alternatively known as a second-order
random walk on a lattice. This choice is motivated by its application to a discretized log
Gaussian Cox process (LGCP) where the model approximates a LGCP when the grid cells
are fine enough (Rue et al., 2009). See AppendixC.2 for the specification of the second-order
IGMRF.
Using the INLA computation with the rw2d prior, Illian et al. (2012b) use a second-
order IGMRF prior to model the large-scale spatial variation and stress the importance of
choosing the prior parameters carefully to avoid over-fitting, especially when the gridded
data are relatively sparse. Quoting Illian et al. (2012b), it is recommended to choose the
prior parameters at which the spatial effect operates at a similar spatial scale as the covariate
and use a grid that is not finer than the data.
4.3. Gaussian field with Mate´rn correlation function
A Gaussian field is a simple and flexible approach to model spatial dependence in the
data. A random field {v(s), s ∈ D} is a Gaussian random field if (v(s1), . . . , v(sk))
T is
multivariate normal for any k ≥ 1 and any locations s1, . . . , sk ∈ D, where D ⊂ R
d. For
point-level data, a function of the distance between two points can be used to model spatial
correlation whilst for lattice data, GMRFs using adjacency and neighbourhood matrices can
be employed (Haran, 2011). The Markov property of GMRFs results in sparse matrices and
greatly reduces computational burden as compared to the Gaussian process which is known
to have a dense covariance matrix.
Rue and Held (2005) (chapter 5) demonstrate the approximation of an isotropic Gaussian
field on regular lattices In with commonly used covariance functions using GMRFs with a
local neighbourhood for computational reasons. Each element in the covariance matrix of
the GMRF is close to the corresponding element of the covariance matrix of the Gaussian
field. See AppendixC.3 for the specification of the Mate´rn model.
This prior can be implemented via the INLA approach using the latent model matern2d.
The Mate´rn model is recommended by Stein (1999) due to its flexibility in estimating the
smoothness of the process. In practice the smoothness parameter ν may be difficult to
estimate from data. To use this model, stationarity and isotropy assumptions must be
fulfilled for the spatial process, so the model might not be suitable if the spatial dependence
varies in different directions or regions (Haran, 2011).
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4.4. Summary
Based on the results reported by Kang et al. (2013b) and the discussion of the priors
above, here we make some suggestions regarding the use of the priors for various spatial
patterns. When simple spatial structures such as inhomogeneous point patterns are involved,
the first-order IGMRF prior, which is the simplest of the three priors, is generally preferred.
This is because there is no substantive reason to believe that any one part of the lattice is
more important than any other parts. One of the advantages for using the first-order IGMRF
prior is that there is no need to decide the class of covariance functions. Moreover, there
is a lack of concern about the boundary assumptions of the lattice because it is a simple
adjustment and does not have to be wrapped on a torus to compute the precision matrix.
When complicated spatial structures exhibiting interaction of points are concerned, such
as spatial patterns with repulsion or clustering, more complex priors are generally required.
However, the choice of priors depends largely on the aim of spatial smoothing. Consider the
first aim for spatial smoothing listed in Section 2, where the aim of the analysis is to identify
regions with unusually high risks such as disease clusters, a low degree of spatial smoothing
is required and so the first-order IGMRF prior might be a reasonable choice. Otherwise,
the second-order IGMRF on a lattice prior and the Mate´rn model with a low degree of
smoothing and careful selection of prior parameters are also applicable. We note that the
construction of the precision matrix for the second-order IGMRF prior is rather complicated
since the lattice has to be wrapped on a torus and corrections to the boundaries have to be
undertaken. It is computationally challenging to implement this prior using Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms due to the difficulty in constructing the precision matrix.
However, the implementation of this prior using the INLA computation is straightforward
and convenient.
Now consider the second aim for spatial smoothing, where in some contexts the estimation
of the spatial surface is of interest. Since the aim is to reduce the spatial variation caused by
relatively high (or low) estimates, a higher degree of spatial smoothing is required and so the
second-order IGMRF prior might result in satisfactory estimation of the spatial surface. If
the degree of smoothing using the second-order IGMRF on a lattice prior is not satisfactory,
the Mate´rn model should be considered due to its flexibility. However, this prior is more
technical to use as the range parameter and smoothness parameter require careful selection.
For example, a larger value of the smoothness parameter implies a smoother process. Kang
et al. (2013b) have shown that the Mate´rn model is sensitive to changes in spatial scales.
Despite the varying complexity in the formulation of the three priors, Bayesian compu-
tation via the INLA approach eliminates many of the computational concerns with fitting
any of these three priors. Nevertheless, careful selection of prior parameters is required and
this is specific to the problem at hand as different prior parameters impose different degree
of spatial smoothing. Given the fast computation using INLA, it is feasible to consider a
range of prior parameters to obtain a desirable level of spatial smoothing.
Throughout the section, we have outlined the advantages of the INLA approach in the
implementation of the discussed spatial smoothness priors. However, we note that MCMC
algorithms can also be employed to perform the computation (Banerjee et al., 2004; Best
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et al., 2005; Cramb et al., 2011; Lee, 2013). MCMC methods have some key advantages,
such as simplicity in programming and flexibility, but a major concern is the computational
cost increases at least proportionally with the number of grid cells (regions) included in the
model (Vanhatalo et al., 2010). This issue has been highlighted by Rue et al. (2009) and
Lindgren et al. (2011) for spatial modelling. In light of this, we adopt the INLA approach
in this article. The focus of this article is not to provide an empirical comparison between
MCMC and INLA methods. A number of comparisons between these two approaches have
been performed since the increasing popularity of INLA computation in recent years. These
studies have found comparable performance between the two approaches, see, for instance,
Schro¨dle et al. (2011); Paul et al. (2010); Held et al. (2010) and Martino et al. (2011). These
findings provide further support for the choice of INLA methods in this article.
5. Spatial scale
This section addresses the second aim of the article, where the choice of spatial scale for
each canonical example is discussed. The spatial scales that are relevant for a particular spa-
tial dataset is important in the analysis of a spatial pattern (Illian et al., 2012b). It is known
that spatial structures vary at different spatial scales due to the underlying mechanisms that
drive the spatial pattern (Wiegand et al., 2007; Latimer et al., 2009; Illian et al., 2012a).
Some mechanisms operate at a local spatial scale while others may require a larger spatial
scale. Different datasets may require different spatial scales due to the different spatial be-
haviours and aims of analyses. It is important to identify the aim of the spatial analysis
and consider a range of relevant spatial scales for the problem of interest before conducting
concrete spatial data analyses. Some background knowledge on the problem is necessary in
order to understand the spatial scales at which the underlying mechanisms operate. In ad-
dition, the increasing computational costs and potential loss of stability of estimation using
fine grid cells should also be taken into consideration.
Using Moran’s I test for spatial autocorrelation (Moran, 1948) (described in AppendixD),
we demonstrate how the spatial behaviours vary from one spatial scale to another for the
four canonical examples illustrated in Figure 1. We discretized the study region using grids
5× 5, 10× 10, 15× 15, 20× 20, 25× 25, 30× 30, 35× 35, 40× 40, 45× 45, and 50× 50. Grid
5 × 5 resulted in 25 regular grid cells over the region, grid 10 × 10 resulted in 100 regular
grid cells, and so on. As such, grid 5× 5 had the largest grid cell size whereas grid 50× 50
had the smallest grid cell size.
Here we do not attempt to draw conclusions about the distribution of the spatial patterns
but to illustrate how the changes in spatial scale result in different Moran’s I statistics that
suggest the changing spatial behaviours across the various grid sizes (see Table 2). As seen,
for dataset X1, across the increasingly small grid cells, the gradually decreasing Moran’s
I statistics suggest that the spatial patterns shift from being clustered at big cell sizes to
being randomly distributed at small grid cell sizes. On the other hand, dataset X2 exhibits
a slightly clustered pattern at grid 5 × 5 and then a very small degree of dispersion at all
other scales. Dataset X3 is shown to be very close to randomly distributed at grid 5× 5 but
displays different degree of clustering at subsequent scales. Similar to dataset X2, dataset
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X4 displays opposite spatial patterns at the largest and the smallest grid cell sizes, in which
the data show a slight dispersion at grid 5× 5 but a slight clustering at grid 50× 50. Several
spatial scales are chosen for each dataset and various ways of discretizing the study region
are illustrated in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5, with some descriptions included.
Table 2: Moran’s I statistics for each dataset at various spatial scales
Spatial
scale
X1 X2 X3 X4
5× 5 0.516 0.199 0.082 -0.215
10× 10 0.553 -0.032 0.474 -0.091
15× 15 0.344 -0.031 0.620 0.008
20× 20 0.330 -0.021 0.612 0.059
25× 25 0.238 -0.082 0.553 0.104
30× 30 0.150 -0.082 0.542 0.107
35× 35 0.157 -0.046 0.501 0.175
40× 40 0.103 -0.052 0.385 0.159
45× 45 0.101 -0.023 0.355 0.177
50× 50 0.084 -0.032 0.323 0.214
Grid 10x10 Grid 25x25
Grid 35x35 Grid 50x50
Figure 2: Inhomogeneous point patterns in dataset X1: At grid 10 × 10, the cell counts are rather
inhomogeneous across the space. As the grid cell size becomes increasingly small, the cell counts become
more homogeneously distributed and eventually form a random distribution which indicates a lack of spatial
pattern.
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Grid 5x5 Grid 10x10
Grid 25x25 Grid 45x45
Figure 3: Point patterns with local repulsion in dataset X2: At grid 5× 5, the cell counts are slightly
inhomogeneous across the space. At all other grid sizes, a lack of spatial pattern is observed due to the
randomness in the distribution of the cell counts despite a very small degree of dispersion as suggested by
Moran’s I statistics.
Grid 5x5 Grid 10x10
Grid 15x15 Grid 50x50
Figure 4: Point patterns with large and homogeneously distributed clusters in dataset X3: At
grid 5× 5, Moran’s I statistics suggest a lack of spatial pattern. Different degrees of clustering are observed
at all other scales in which grid 15× 15 displays the highest degree of clustering.
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Grid 5x5 Grid 10x10
Grid 15x15 Grid 50x50
Figure 5: Point patterns with small and inhomogeneously distributed clusters in dataset X4:
Across the various grid sizes, there is no obvious spatial pattern in this dataset as shown by Moran’s I
statistics, possibly due to the rather homogeneous distribution. However, the data show a slight dispersion
at grid 5× 5 but a slight clustering at grid 50× 50.
To fulfil the second aim of this article, which is to provide suggestions on the choice of
spatial scale for different spatial patterns, we note that Moran’s I statistics and inspection
of the plots may be used as a guide to investigate the distribution of the spatial patterns. As
shown by Moran’s I statistics, the spatial scales have an impact on the spatial behaviours for
each spatial point pattern illustrated here. Given a point pattern dataset, it is not always
clear about the most appropriate scale to model the data. Some knowledge about the
problem of interest is required such as the aim of the spatial analysis, what conclusion is the
analysis trying to draw, the scales of the available covariates for analysis, and computational
constraint. It is important to consider a range of spatial scales before conducting the spatial
analyses in order to choose the most suitable scale. Analysis of spatial data under aim (a)
or aim (b) for spatial smoothing, as listed in Section 2, will require different spatial scales.
That is, under aim (a) where we identify regions of high risks, the chosen spatial scale
should demonstrate clustering in the data rather than randomness. In contrast, under aim
(b) where we smooth the spatially varying surface, we may consider a spatial scale that shows
spatial randomness in the data. We note that a spatial scale that results in excessive zero cell
counts should be avoided as this leads to inefficient spatial smoothing. The zero or small cell
counts at fine grid cells result in less information sharing across the grid cells as the spatial
variability does not extend very far. A coarse spatial scale should also be avoided as it leads
to a larger extent of loss of information. With respect to the computational consideration,
it is noted that the increase in the number of grid cells increases the computational time
proportionally. In summary, the question of the choice of spatial scale is not only related to
the spatial structure of the data provided, but also to statistical and computational feasibility.
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6. Case study: selection of spatial scales
In the previous section, we describe how Moran’s I statistics can be used as a guide to
investigate the distribution of the spatial patterns before determining the right spatial scale.
Here we intend to use the four canonical examples described in Section 3 to demonstrate the
selection of spatial scales through the evaluation of model predictive performance.
The model used to fit datasets X1, X2, X3 and X4 is briefly described here. Let X be a
spatial point pattern embedded in an observation window S which is discretized into n1×n2
grid cells {sij} with area |sij| for i = 1, ..., n1 and j = 1, ..., n2. Let Nij denote the observed
number of points in each grid cell sij. Assume that Nij are conditionally independent Poisson
counts, Nij ∼ Po(|sij|λij), we consider the following models,
Model 1 : log(λij) = µ+ uij .
Model 2 : log(λij) = µ+ uij + vij.
Here λij denotes the intensity in each grid cell, µ refers to the common intercept term,
uij is an unstructured term that accounts for unexplained variability in the process, and
vij is a spatially structured term that describes the effect of the location by assuming that
geographically close areas are more similar than distant areas. We are interested in modelling
the log-intensity (ηij = log(λij)) of the Poisson process. Clearly Model 1 is a model without
spatial component and Model 2 is a spatial model. The spatially unstructured component,
uij , is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and normally distributed
with zero mean and unknown precision τu. The spatially structured component in Model
2, vij, is assigned an IGMRF prior with unknown precision (inverse variance) τv. Gamma
priors are assigned to the precision parameters τu and τv.
To evaluate the predictive performance at various spatial scales, we calculate mean
squared error (MSE) between the observed counts in a grid cell, Nij, and the estimated
counts in the respective grid cell, Nˆij,
MSE =
n1×n2∑
i,j=1
(
Nˆij −Nij
)2
n1 × n2
.
A smaller MSE indicates a better predictive performance. The resulting MSE is used to
assist the selection of an appropriate spatial scale.
We first consider a range of spatial scales for a specific aim for spatial smoothing based
on the guidance from Moran’s I statistics (refer to Table 2). In this study we choose a
threshold for clustering of 0.3 for Moran’s I statistic (Longley and Batty, 1996) although
other thresholds could be chosen in particular contexts. Firstly, for dataset X1 which is
an inhomogeneous spatial point pattern, under aim (a) where the identification of high risk
regions is of interest, we consider spatial scales at which Moran’s I statistic ≥ 0.3 (spatial
clustering), which include grids 5 × 5, 10 × 10, 15 × 15, and 20 × 20. In contrast, under
aim (b) where we smooth the spatially varying surface, we consider spatial scales at which
Moran’s I statistic < 0.3 (spatial randomness), namely grids 25×25, 30×30, 35×35, 40×40,
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45 × 45, and 50 × 50. Figure 6 shows the MSE obtained for the spatial scales considered
under aims (a) and (b) for dataset X1. Given these results, under aim (a), grid 20× 20 is a
recommended spatial scale as it produces the smallest MSE amongst the considered scales.
With respect to aim (b), the MSE appears to decrease very slightly beyond grid 40 × 40,
which may suggest that further discretization does not improve prediction much. As such,
grid 40× 40 would be an appropriate scale under aim (b).
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Figure 6: The mean squared error between the observed counts and the estimated counts of both models
for dataset X1 under two different aims. Grid 20 × 20 is a recommended spatial scale under aim (a) — to
identify clusters; while grid 40 × 40 would be an appropriate scale under aim (b) — to smooth the spatial
varying surface. It is interesting to note that the model without spatial component produces a smaller MSE
at the first three scales whilst the spatial model has a smaller MSE at all other scales.
In regard to dataset X2 which is a point pattern with local repulsion, Moran’s I statistics
given in Table 2 are within (−0.3, 0.3) which means that the spatial pattern shows random-
ness at all spatial scales. Therefore, aim (b) is a suitable aim of analysis for this dataset
whereas aim (a) cannot be fulfilled. Figure 7 suggests that the predictive performance at
scales beyond grid 25×25 does not improve significantly. Grid 25×25 is therefore a favoured
spatial scale under aim (b).
We shift our attention to the point pattern with large and homogeneously distributed
clusters in dataset X3. Moran’s I statistics (Table 2) suggest spatial randomness at grid
5×5 while different degrees of clustering are observed at all subsequent scales (with Moran’s
I statistic ≥ 0.3). In view of this, the identification of high risk regions in aim (a) is suitable
for this dataset. As displayed in Figure 8, the predictive performance based on the MSE
remains relatively consistent beyond grid 35× 35. This signifies that grid 35× 35 should be
considered as the appropriate scale.
With respect to datasetX4 that contains small and inhomogeneously distributed clusters,
similarly to dataset X2, Moran’s I statistics (Table 2) are within (−0.3, 0.3), suggesting that
spatial randomness occurs at all spatial scales. Again, aim (a) cannot be fulfilled here. In
contrast, aim (b) which is to smooth the spatial varying surface, is a suitable aim of analysis
for this dataset. Figure 9 suggests that the predictive performance at scales beyond grid
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Figure 7: The mean squared error between the observed counts and the estimated counts of both models for
dataset X2 under aim (b) which is to smooth the spatial surface. Grid 25 × 25 is a favoured spatial scale.
Both models produce similar MSE at all spatial scales except at grid 5 × 5 where the spatial model has a
relatively smaller MSE.
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Figure 8: The mean squared error between the observed counts and the estimated counts for dataset X3
under aim (a) which is to identify high risk regions. Grid 35 × 35 is the recommended scale. We note that
the model without spatial component produces a smaller MSE at the first two scales whereas the spatial
model has a smaller MSE at all other scales.
20×20 does not improve significantly. Grid 20×20 is therefore a recommended spatial scale
under aim (b).
In summary, we have demonstrated the selection of an appropriate spatial scale for dif-
ferent structures of point patterns via the evaluation of the MSE. Throughout the analyses,
the MSE decreases as the grid cell size reduces. As observed in datasets X3 and X4, the
size of the clusters appears to play a role in determining the best grid size for the dataset, in
addition to the influence of the spatial structure at each grid size. We note that for certain
spatial structures, a particular aim of analysis may not be fulfilled due to the nature of
the point pattern itself. For instance, point patterns in datasets X2 and X4 show spatial
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Figure 9: The mean squared error between the observed counts and the estimated counts for dataset X4
under aim (b) which is to smooth the spatial varying surface. Grid 20× 20 is the recommended scale. Both
models produce comparable MSE at all spatial scales.
randomness at all scales and therefore aim (a) is not a suitable aim of analysis for these two
point patterns. On the other hand, dataset X3 shows spatial clustering at almost all spatial
scales, which renders aim (b) an inappropriate aim of analysis.
The comparison between the spatial model and the model without spatial component,
in terms of MSE, has revealed some interesting results. Specifically, datasets X2 and X4
appear to produce comparable MSE at nearly all spatial scales. This could be explained by
the spatial randomness observed in both datasets which renders the spatial component an
important part of the model. On the other hand, for datasetsX1 andX3 which portray more
complicated spatial structures, the model without spatial component has a smaller MSE at
coarse grid cells whereas the spatial model produces smaller MSE as the grid cell size becomes
increasingly fine. These results suggest that complicated spatial structures require a spatial
model while point patterns that show spatial randomness do not necessarily need a spatial
component in the model. Such results are similar to those found in Kang et al. (2013b).
7. Concluding discussion
The development of this article is motivated by the importance of employing the right
spatial scale and spatial smoothness prior for spatial datasets which are commonly encoun-
tered in the disciplines of epidemiology, ecology, forestry, geology, and geography. Kang et al.
(2013b), for example, have demonstrated how different spatial scales and spatial smoothness
priors impact on model outcomes. Here, we provide guidance on the choice of spatial scales
and spatial smoothness priors based on the aims of spatial smoothing for several canonical
examples, as summarized in Table 3. The recommendations are specific to the four point
patterns presented, based on the investigation of Moran’s I statistics and MSE, as conducted
in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. The results have suggested that the homogeneity of
the point patterns and the size of the clusters will determine the spatial scales for different
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aims of analyses. We acknowledge that the choices are specific to datasets at hand. Nonethe-
less, this article offers some practical steps for the process of selecting the most appropriate
spatial scale and smoothness prior.
Table 3: The choice of spatial scales and spatial smoothness priors based on two aims of spatial smoothing
for the four canonical examples
Dataset
Aims of spatial smoothing
(a) Identify clusters (b) Smooth the spatial surface
Spatial scale Spatial
smoothness
prior
Spatial scale Spatial smoothness
prior
X1:
Inhomogeneously
distributed
Grid 20× 20 First-order IGMRF
with low degree of
smoothing
Grid 40× 40 Second-order IGMRF
on a lattice or the
Mate´rn model
depending on the
desired degree of
smoothing
X2: Local
repulsion
Not applicable Not applicable Grid 25× 25 First-order IGMRF is
sufficient as the data
do not show
clustering according
to Moran’s I statistics
X3: Large and
homogeneously
distributed clusters
Grid 35× 35 First-order IGMRF
with low degree of
smoothing
Not applicable Not applicable
X4: Small and
inhomogeneously
distributed clusters
Not applicable Not applicable Grid 20× 20 First-order IGMRF is
sufficient as the data
do not show
clustering according
to Moran’s I statistics
In general, the aims of spatial smoothing include the identification of clusters and smooth-
ing of spatial surface, as listed in Section 2. We propose that in order to identify clusters,
the first-order IGMRF prior is a reasonable choice as it allows for less spatial smoothing
compared to two other priors, whereas the preferred spatial scales are those that show some
degree of clustering in the data. When smoothing of spatial surface is of interest, either the
second-order IGMRF on a lattice or the Mate´rn model is recommended, depending on the
desired degree of smoothing. These two priors generally impose a higher level of smoothing
than the first-order IGMRF prior and therefore are ideal for the estimation of the surface
of regression effect. The spatial scales that show randomness or less clustering in the data
are preferable to fulfil this aim. If the data do not show clustering according to Moran’s I
statistics, the first-order IGMRF prior would be sufficient to smooth the spatial surface. For
cases where the data exhibit spatial randomness, the spatial component may not necessarily
be included in the model.
Based on the findings discussed above, we present a guide on the selection of spatial scales
and spatial smoothness priors for two different aims of analysis, as presented in Figure 10.
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We conclude that the aim of spatial smoothing and the spatial structures of a point pattern
determine the choice of spatial scales and spatial smoothness priors. We encourage the reader
to identify the aim of spatial analysis for the problem at hand and consider a range of possible
spatial scales (using Moran’s I statistics) before conducting analyses. A preferred spatial
scale is the spatial scale that has the best predictive performance (with the smallest MSE)
or the scale at which subsequent scales do not improve predictive performance significantly.
Spatial modelling can then be conducted using the smoothness prior that suits a specific
aim for spatial smoothing. We emphasize that the recommendation of the priors are based
on the performance of the three smoothness priors discussed in this article, excluding other
spatial priors that may be possible. When we suggest that a prior is suitable for a particular
task, we are implying that it is the best choice amongst the three choices.
Aims of the analysis
Aim (a): Identify clusters Aim (b): Smooth the spatial surface
Consider a range of spatial scales with 
Moran's I statistic ≥ k
Select the spatial scale with the smallest 
MSE or the scale at which subsequent 
scales do not improve predictive 
performance significantly
Select the spatial scale with the smallest 
MSE or the scale at which subsequent 
scales do not improve predictive 
performance significantly
Proceed with spatial modelling using the 
first-order IGMRF prior for spatial 
smoothing
Proceed with spatial modelling using the 
second-order IGMRF on a lattice prior 
or the Matérn model for spatial 
smoothing
Consider a range of spatial scales 
with Moran's I statistic < k
Figure 10: A guide on the selection of spatial scales and spatial smoothness priors for two different aims of
analysis. Here, k is a constant threshold for identification of clustering; see Section 6 where k was chosen to
be equal to 0.3.
In this study, we have not included covariates in the model as they may impact on the
observed spatial effects and confound the findings of this investigation. In practice, covariates
could easily be included in the standard way to the log-linear model listed in Section 6, which
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leads to log(λij) = µ + βX + uij + vij. The covariate X may include individual level or
aggregated level characteristics and β represents the effect of each covariate. See for instance,
Kang et al. (2013a) and the recommendation therein for spatial studies including covariates.
In short, the recommendations presented in this article are based on the assumption that
point pattern data are available for analysis. We note that it may be tempting to use a
spatial point pattern approach but this can prove to be infeasible in practice. A practical
example would be the availability of disease data with exact residential locations, such as
that considered in Kang et al. (2013a), where spatial point process analyses may not be
authorised due to privacy concerns. In such scenarios, disease data may be aggregated to
various geographical scales in order to protect patients’ confidentiality while also reducing
the computational time. For large datasets, the computational burden increases substan-
tially when dealing with point pattern data as opposed to aggregated data, especially in
applications where a large number of covariates are being collected. Inclusion of covariates
in the point process model greatly increases model complexity and many current point pro-
cess approaches are not adequate for this modelling purpose (Illian et al., 2008). In some
applications difficulties arise in point process analyses due to measurement error that oc-
curs in the observed locations, which may be caused by measuring instrument or factors
influencing detection of event occurrences (Chakraborty and Gelfand, 2010).
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AppendixA. Comparison of different types of disease data
Historically, the analysis of disease data involves aggregation of individual data to geo-
political areas which are irregular in shape in order to protect patients’ confidentiality. Indi-
vidual level disease data are rarely available due to privacy issues. Furthermore, modelling of
point level data is computationally demanding when large datasets are involved due to dense
covariance matrices. Geo-political areas are commonly used as the geographical boundaries
in disease mapping due to practical reasons such as the availability of population data or
socio-economic attributes at these geographical scales. However, several concerns have been
raised regarding the aggregation of data, including increase of spatial correlation (Song et al.,
2011), biases in estimates due to ecological fallacy (Robinson, 1950), loss of information, and
issues of overlapping and artificiality of geo-political boundaries (Kirby, 1996; Louie and
Kolaczyk, 2006). Given the identified drawbacks of using geo-political areas in disease map-
ping, it is of interest to model the disease data at a smaller geographical scale that may
be more relevant to the disease of interest, while still allowing for some aggregation. This
motivates the adoption of grid level analysis. Table A.4 summarizes three types of commonly
encountered disease data.
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Table A.4: Comparison of three types of disease data
Disease data aggregated
to geo-political areas
Disease data with
precise geographic
coordinates
Disease data aggregated
to grid cells
Description Disease incidences are
aggregated over
geo-political defined areas
Exact locations of
incidences are given and
form a spatial point pattern
Disease incidences are
aggregated over regular
grid cells
Advantages • Accessibility • Avoid ecological fallacy • Geographically more
relevant than geo-political
area data to disease of
interest and thus less
concern about ecological
fallacy
• Protect patients’
confidentiality
• Avoid loss of information
caused by data aggregation
• Protect patients’
confidentiality
• Availability of population
data and socio-economic
attributes at geo-political
area level
• Adjustment for
individual level covariates
• Computationally
tractable via Markov
random field approximation
• Avoid the issue of
changing boundaries
Drawbacks • Spatial correlations
among neighbouring areas
• Rarely accessible due to
confidentiality issues
• Spatial correlations
among neighbouring grid
cells
• Loss of information
caused by data aggregation
and thus concern about
ecological fallacy
• Computationally
demanding
• Loss of information but
at a smaller degree
• Issues of overlapping and
artificiality of geo-political
boundaries
AppendixB. Descriptions of several point processes
AppendixB.1. Inhomogeneous Poisson process
Let λ(.) be an intensity function, an inhomogeneous Poisson process (Møller andWaagepetersen,
2004, Chapter 3.1) can be defined as below,
1. the counts N(S) is Poisson distributed with mean
∫
S
λ(u)du, for all S.
2. the n points are independent and identically distributed in S with density proportional
to λ(.), conditional on N(S) = n.
AppendixB.2. Strauss process
A Strauss process (Strauss, 1975) is a pairwise interaction point process. Let φ be an
interaction function, if φ(ξ) is constant and the second order interaction term is invariant
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under motions, i.e. φ({ξ, η}) = φ2(||ξ−η||), the process is homogeneous. In a Strauss process
(Møller and Waagepetersen, 2004, Chapter 6.2),
φ2(r) = γ
1[r≤R],
setting 00 = 1. Here γ is an interaction parameter in the range [0, 1] and R > 0 is the range
of interaction. A Strauss process is repulsive and therefore locally stable.
AppendixB.3. Thomas process
A Thomas process (Møller and Waagepetersen, 2004, Chapter 5.3) is a Poisson cluster
process. In a Thomas process, each cluster consists of a Poisson(µ) number of random points.
Each of the points has an isotropic Gaussian Normal(0, σ2I) displacement from its parent.
With parameters θ = (κ, µ, σ), the K-function of a Thomas process can be expressed as,
Kθ(r) = pir
2 +
1
κ
(1− exp(−
r2
4σ2
)).
AppendixC. Formulations of the spatial smoothness priors
AppendixC.1. First-order intrinsic Gaussian Markov random field
A first-order IGMRF for vi is defined as
vi|v−i, τv ∼ N
(
1
ni
∑
i∼k
vk,
1
niτv
)
,
where ni is the number of neighbours of region i, v−i denotes all elements in v except for vi,
and i ∼ k indicates that the two regions are neighbours that share a common boundary; see
Besag et al. (1991), Besag et al. (1995), and Rue and Held (2005) for further details.
The ICAR specification (Haneuse and Wakefield, 2008) is given by
vi|v−i ∼ Normal
(
1
ni
∑
i∼j
Wijvj,
1
niτv
)
,
where ni =
∑
i∼j Wij is the number of neighbours for grid cell i. The corresponding precision
matrix Q has elements
Qij = τv


∑
i∼kWik i = j,
−Wij i ∼ j,
0 otherwise.
As the precision matrix is not positive definite, the conditional specification above does
not yield a proper joint distribution for v. The density can, however, be expressed via a
pairwise difference distribution as
pi(v|W , τv) ∝ τ
(N−1)/2
v exp
{
−
τv
2
∑
i<j
Wij(vi − vj)
2
}
∝ τ (N−1)/2v exp
{
−
1
2
vTQv
}
,
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where N denotes the total number of grid cells. The prior for vi|v−i is Normal with mean
1
ni
∑
i∼j Wijvj and precision parameter τv that determines the strength of dependence be-
tween the parameters vi and vj, and is assigned a Gamma distribution τv ∼ Gamma(av, bv)
(Bernardinelli et al., 1995). The choice of the Gamma prior influences the smoothness of the
spatial effect.
AppendixC.2. Second-order intrinsic Gaussian Markov random field on a lattice
Consider a two-dimensional regular lattice In with n = n1n2 nodes, by restricting atten-
tion to the distribution of the increment
vi+1,j + vi−1,j + vi,j+1 + vi,j−1 − 4vi,j,
we can be sure that the covariance structure is sparse and the interior contains non-zero
elements only in the neighbourhood structure of a second-order IGMRF

◦ ◦ × ◦ ◦
◦ • • • ◦
× • ⊗ • ×
◦ • • • ◦
◦ ◦ × ◦ ◦

 ,
which means that for the grid cell ⊗, the first-order neighbours are shown as • and × denotes
the second-order neighbours.
The density is similar to that of the first-order IGMRF prior,
pi(v|W , τv) ∝ τ
(N−1)/2
v exp
{
−
1
2
vTQv
}
,
except that the precision matrix Q has a different representation. We refer the reader to
Rue and Held (2005) (chapter 3.4.2) for the technical details to compute Q.
Using graphical notation, the full conditionals of the nodes in the interior of the regular
grid are as follows
E(vi|v−i, τv) =
1
20

8
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦
◦ • ◦ • ◦
◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
− 2
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ • ◦ • ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ • ◦ • ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
− 1
◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
• ◦ ◦ ◦ •
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦

 ,
Prec(vi|v−i, τv) = 20τv.
The precision τv is unknown. As stated by Rue et al. (2009), the full-conditionals are
constructed to mimic the thin plate spline. Corrections to the boundary can be found
by using the stencils in Terzopoulos (1988). A Gamma prior is assigned to the precision
parameter τv and it determines the smoothness of the estimated surface.
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AppendixC.3. Gaussian field with Mate´rn correlation function
The density of a discrete domain Gaussian field with expectation µ and covariance matrix
C can be defined as
p(v) =
1
(2pi)n/2|C|1/2
exp
(
−
1
2
(v − µ)TC−1(v − µ)
)
.
Consider a discrete representation of a continuous-domain Gaussian field {v(s), s ∈ D},
µ(s) = E(v(s)),
C(s, t) = Cov(v(s),v(t)).
The Mate´rn family of covariance functions (Matern, 1960) is popular in environmental
statistics. The Mate´rn isotropic correlation function C(s, t) = C(d) on an infinite lat-
tice with d =
√
||s− t|| is given as (Handcock and Stein, 1993; Stein, 1999; Minasny and
McBratney, 2005),
C(d) =
1
2ν−1Γ(ν)
(
d
r
)ν
Kν
(
d
r
)
,
where d is the separation distance, Kν is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of
order ν, Γ(·) is the Gamma-function, r is the range or distance parameter (r > 0) which
measures how quickly the correlations decay with distance, and ν is the smoothness pa-
rameter (ν > 0). The latent field has marginal variance 1/τv and range r. Gamma priors
are assigned to both parameters. The Mate´rn model has great flexibility in modelling the
spatial correlation due to the smoothness parameter ν. A larger value of ν (ν →∞) implies
a smoother spatial process.
AppendixD. Moran’s I test
Moran’s I test is one of the most popular tests for spatial correlation. It was first
adopted by Moran (1948, 1950) and generalized by Cliff (1969). It is a global measure of
spatial autocorrelation that quantifies the degree to which data are clustered, dispersed or
randomly distributed. We describe a model-based Moran’s I (Zhang and Lin, 2008) that can
be used to test the spatial correlation of aggregated cell counts in the context of grid level
modelling. Given a study region that has n regions indexed by i. Let Xi be the variable of
interest in region i. The Moran’s I statistic for spatial autocorrelation can be written as,
I =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij(Xi − X¯)(Xj − X¯)[
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij
] [
n∑
i=1
(Xi − X¯)2/n
] ,
where X¯ =
∑n
i=1Xi/n, and wij with wii = 0 is the spatial weight between regions i and j
of a spatial weight matrix W . W is commonly defined using the adjacency of spatial units:
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wij = 1 if regions i and j are adjacent (neighbours) and wij = 0 otherwise. Values of Moran’s
I vary in the range [−1, 1]. The former denotes clustering where similar values located close
to one another, whereas the latter denotes dispersion where high values located closest to
low values and vice versa. A value close to 0 indicates a lack of spatial pattern or a random
distribution.
A test for spatial correlation that is similar to Moran’s I test is Geary’s C test (Geary,
1954), which is based on the deviations in responses of each observation with one another,
I =
(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij(Xi −Xj)
2
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij(Xi − X¯)2
.
Values of Geary’s C typically range from 0 to 2. Values lower than 1 indicate increasing
positive spatial autocorrelation, whereas values higher than 1 indicate increasing negative
spatial autocorrelation. Moran’s I is a global measurement and sensitive to extreme values
of X, whereas Geary’s C is more sensitive to differences in small neighbourhoods. Both
statistics generally result in similar conclusions but Moran’s I is preferred as Cliff and Ord
(1981, 1975) have shown that it is consistently more powerful than Geary’s C in detecting
spatial autocorrelation.
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